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Approx. 70 remote commissioning services were performed from February 2019

LIGHTING CONTROLS DESIGN
ES-SYSTEM provides lighting controls design services across applications that primarily relate to controlling lighting systems through network technologies.
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LIGHTING DIAGNOSTICS AND MANAGEMENT

SLS – SMART LIGHTING SERVICES
SLS are a platform for the global integration of lighting systems using a cloud environment. Placing the
luminaires and the lighting control and management system components in a virtual database makes it possible to remotely control an unlimited number of lighting systems operating anywhere on Earth. The system
offers the possibility to locate buildings on a map and to locate individual components on building plans.
This makes it easier to test, program and perform maintenance work on the luminaires. The system has
multi-level protections, ensuring the security of the transmitted data.

SLS include a number of services within general and emergency lighting diagnostics in addition to
allowing for the management of SMART LIGHTING functions.

USER SUPPORT AT EACH PROJECT STAGE
Our in-house project managers track projects from the product specification, through to project management, execution and completion.
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In the initial phase, SLS help
diagnose technical and
installation-related problems
in the lighting system.

In the second phase of use, SLS
provide verified data about the
condition of the entire lighting
system and allow for the intuitive
lighting control of all of the
luminaires in the entire network
of buildings.

The data collected in the
second phase is conducive to
making decisions regarding the
improvement of the entire system
or any part of it, so as to
better suit the users’ needs.
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REFERENCE PROJECTS
REMOTE COMMISSIONING
The SLS platform makes it possible for an ES-SYSTEM Sales Support Engineer to connect to lighting
systems and perform their commissioning remotely.

SLS

The first SLS-supervised lighting systems were completed by ES-SYSTEM in 2017. Since then, the number
of investment projects managed via the SLS platform has been steadily growing. By June 2020, SLS had
already supported more than 100,000 devices.
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THE SLS PLATFORM

DESCRIPTION OF THE PACKAGES

Unlimited supervision of the entire lighting installation, delivering maximum user comfort and reliable
operation. The SLS platform is easily accessible online. Each user has an access account that they can
log into by typing sls.essystem.pl in any web browser.
MANUAL CONTROL PANEL

SLS STARTER KIT
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SERVICE PACKAGES

•

The light management system is divided into packages that can be chosen depending on each building’s
needs and specific characteristics.The “Starter” (SLS STARTER KIT) provides remote access to the SLS
services. The “Business” (SLS STARTER KIT + DIAGNOSTIC DASHBOARD) is a basic option for the visualisation and diagnostics of the lighting system. The “Business Plus” additionally provides a visualisation
of the way the space is used (SPACE USAGE ANALYTICS) or manual control options (MANUAL CONTROL
PANEL). The “Enterprise” includes all of the functionalities.
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SLS STARTER KIT

DIAGNOSTIC DASHBOARD

•

Ongoing monitoring and visualisation of the
operating statuses of individual devices
The ongoing condition of the luminaire
(OK, ERROR, WARNING)
Possible error types, e.g. light source
error, battery error, electronics error,
communication error
Location of luminaires on graphic plans
Basic luminaire parameters
Full access to diagnostic reports

MANUAL CONTROL PANEL

Manual control for individual devices, groups
and marked zones:
– switching off luminaires
– triggering minimum and maximum
brightness levels
– controlling luminaire brightness levels
– controlling the colour temperature
– triggering scenes in luminaire groups
– identifying luminaires
SPACE USAGE ANALYTICS

•

DIAGNOSTIC DASHBOARD

•
Starter

An ATLAS access point
An internet data package
A basic package of reports (once per quarter)
Remote lighting control system
commissioning and configuration
Visualisation of the building’s location on
the world map
A list of VERTEX application controllers
for a given building
General monitoring of luminaires
(their number and technical condition: OK,
WARNING, ERROR)

•
•
•

Visualisation of the way the space is used
based on data from the motion and presence
sensors:
– heatmaps
– animations
– histograms
A selection of time intervals with an accuracy
up to 10 minutes
A selection of sensors from which data is
displayed
A comparison of visualisations for several
selected time intervals

SPACE USAGE ANALYTICS
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CASE STUDY

THE VERTEX SYSTEM
The system contains 90 VERTEX application controllers and was implemented as the new emergency
lighting control system. This system performs comprehensive diagnostics of the operation of general
and emergency lighting luminaires, including the sensors. More than 8,000 luminaires and 459 sensors
were included in 39 buildings.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
In January 2019, ES-SYSTEM designed tailored lighting solutions for a leading building materials
manufacturer. The company’s goal was to reduce electricity expenses and CO 2 emissions, and
improve working conditions.
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THE CHALLENGES
A large number of facilities required the implementation of highly technical solutions involving large
numbers of sensors, application controllers and switches. However, the system also needed to be
friendly and easy to use.

4,967

90 VERTEX
application controllers

THE SOLUTION
ES-SYSTEM designed tailored lighting solutions, including an emergency lighting system, a lighting
control system and LED luminaires across the various facilities.
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SLS
The SLS lighting control system was implemented to obtain a visualisation of the lighting systems in all of
the company’s factories in addition to being able to control the lighting modes and optionally performing
diagnostics and monitoring of the devices included in the VERTEX system. The packages used were the
SLS STARTER KIT and the DIAGNOSTIC DASHBOARD.
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FUNCTIONALITIES
A number of SMART LIGHTING functionalities was used at the factories:
Adaptive lighting was used in the warehouses, production halls and communication routes. This type
of lighting adapts the luminaire brightness level to
the intensity of the daylight that reaches the rooms
through skylights.
The warehouses were additionally equipped with
industrial motion sensors with special diaphragms
for a more precise detection field.
The lighting in the production areas is controlled
using TITAN 4 control boxes with the LED FEEDBACK
function. As a result, all push switches in the production hall show the currently switched on zones in
a synchronised manner.

THE OUTCOME
Lighting retrofit projects are is very important element in the implementation of a sustainable climate
strategy for the client. The company assumes a 50% reduction in its own emissions and an estimated
investment payback period of 3-4 years.
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SENSORS

PD4-DALI2-BMS-GH

USER INTERFACES

PD4-DALI2-BMS-SM

DALI2 MSensor 5DPI

DALI2 MSensor 10DPI

DALI2 MSensor 16DPI

SWITCHES

2030B-A
LAN Switch

V-TOUCH S

MODULAR

FLEX 8B-W-FL

FLEX 4B-W-FL

TITAN 4B

I/O INTERFACES

2050B-A
LAN Switch

2080B-A
LAN Switch

2080B-A-P POE/POE+
LAN Switch

DALI INPUT
4446

4-CHANNEL
PROGRAMMABLE
RELAY

BLINDS
CONTROLLER - 490

8-CHANNEL
RELAY UNIT - 498
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